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In this engineering course you will learn how to analyze bridges from three angles: Efficiency = calculations of forces / stresses Economy = evaluation of social context and cost Elegance = form / appearance based on the principles of engineering, no decoration With emphasis on some important bridges
built by the industrial revolution, the course shows how engineering is a creative discipline and can become art. We also show the influence of the economic and social context on bridge design and the interaction between forces and form. This is the first of three courses on the art of structural
engineering, each of which is independent of each other. The other two courses will be in tall buildings/towers and vaults. Certificates, completion declarations, or other credentials in connection with this course will not be awarded. How to solve for the effectiveness of structures using the appropriate types
How to evaluate a structure within the measures of structural art How economic, social and culture affects structural design How to analyze bridge forms: suspension, beams, pre-stressed, arch, cable-stayed, tied-arch Week 1: Introduction to Structural ArtWeek 2: The Origins of Structural Art: British Metal
FormsWeek 3: John Roebling and the Brooklyn BridgeWeek 4: Othmar Ammann and (some of) the NY Bridges week 5: The Golden Gate BridgeWeek 6: Robert Maillard and Reinforced Concrete BridgesWeek 7: Origin of Pretonification: Freyssinet, Magnel, and FinsterwalderWeek 8: New Bridge Forms:
Christian MennWeek 9: The Politics and Art of Spanish Bridge Designs Delightful Course! Interesting and attractive! This is a well organized, exciting course! Mathematics is quite easy, but the methodology is quite sophisticated, as are the historical details around virtual bridges. It is a real engineering
lesson, tempered with appreciation for artistic elements, harmony with the local environment and the human drama of large-scale projects in the field of civil engineering. Really interesting and easily understood. The trainer is the best I've ever had many years ago in this career. Aircraft maintenance
engineers are most often called aircraft engineers because they perform scheduled maintenance on propeller planes, planes, helicopters and other flying machines. They usually work in air fields, sheds and repair stations, and must endure hot and cold temperatures when handling work outdoors. They
may need to wear protective clothing and equipment to manage hazardous chemicals, loud noises and large power tools safely. Aircraft maintenance engineers maintain and repair aircraft frames and mechanical parts, while specialists called avionics handle electronics. They use instruments to measure
wear and test controls, replace defective components with hand tools, inspect their work to make sure it meets established standards and keep records of all actions. Their tasks can be stressful because they have limited time to complete complete before the aircraft continues with the voyage routes. They
can specialize in specific vehicles, such as helicopters or jets, or focus on systems such as engine or hydraulics. Employers require aircraft maintenance engineers to complete a series of studies in maintenance technical schools approved by the Federal Aviation Administration. Programs lasting 18 to 24
months award certificates and diplomas. However, associated degrees, which take two years, and bachelor's degrees, which take four years, are also available in about a third of schools. The higher grade significantly boosts employment prospects, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Graduates
usually start working under the direction of mechanical supervisors. Once they have achieved 30 months of experience, they can apply for certification, which also requires a minimum age of 18, fluency in English, and passing written, oral and practical exams. Aircraft maintenance engineers earned an
average of $54,500 a year, or $26.20 per hour, with a range starting below an annual $34,630, or $16.65 an hour, and rose above $74,210 per hour, or $35.68 per hour. About 33,110 out of a total of 117,320 engineers worked on support activities for air transportation to receive an average of $48,400 a
year, or $23.27 per hour. The best wages were with carriers and fast delivery services, averaging $76,440, or $36.75 an hour. The states with the most jobs for the position were Texas, California and Florida. However, the highest wages were in Tennessee, averaging $66,470 a year, or $31.96 an hour,
and Connecticut at an average of $63,420 a year, or $30.49 per hour. The BLS predicts that jobs for aircraft maintenance engineers will increase by 6 per cent from 2010 to 2020, which is less than half the projected 14 per cent rate for all occupations across the board. Air travel is expected to increase
over the decade due to an improving economy and a growing population. This will fuel demand. However, many airlines outsource maintenance work to other countries to reduce costs. This reduces employment. The best jobs will go to those with a degree in aircraft maintenance and an airframe and
powerplant certificate. The independent, reliable guide to online education for over 22 years! GetEducated.com © 2020 on copyright; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved There are enough routes to become a legend of LeMons. You can follow our advice on choosing cars and racing something
French or British, or maybe a truck or a big, cushy luxury car, or even a American Motors. You can race a donk or a rear truck or a balloon, a Ferrari, or a Homer. And, of course, you can run a bad engine swap tip. Maybe a Chrysler-six tilt on a BMW 325? A Moto Guzzi 1000cc motorcycle engine in a Fiat
600? Two Toyota 4AGEs in an MR2/Corolla mash-up? A Polaris snowmobile machine in a Miata? Maybe even the madness of a giant machine in a tiny subcompress? All these things are great, but they are. Is. too easy, at least according to certified manufacturer Madman Marc Labranche, an engineer
from Indiana who decided that a radial aircraft engine would be an ideal powerhouse for a second-generation Toyota MR2. He did actually perform the exchange, and it was a masterpiece of design and execution. It sounded amazing, and even worked on the dance floor . . . Somehow. Here's the story of
the crushed red pepper Radial MR2. It all started when Marc noted this Kinner five-cylinder radial aircraft engine, which reportedly ran when parked about 70 years ago. Originally installed on a 1942 PT-22 Recruit instructor aircraft, this engine displaces 540 cubic inches and was factory-rated at 160
horsepower in 1850 rpm The torque number was unknown but undoubtedly high enough, which meant that Marc would like a step-up gearbox to increase the speed of the axle going into the gearbox. In fact, you need to solve dozens-possibly hundreds-of-engineering problems, which is exactly why you
got a flash in the project. Of course, there is the issue of LeMons' 24 Hours budget limit of $500, but the LeMons Supreme Court is happy to issue a budget discharge in cases where we A) really want to see such a creation in our race and B) there is no threat of the car being really quick and reliable. The
engine wasn't particularly expensive since it came without such costly sought-after post-warbird-replacing bits as carbursts and magneto, but it was clear that a bunch of dollars would be spent making it work in a car. The first set of tasks would be to start bringing together a crazy grab bag of drivetrain
parts, starting with the step-up box. Thanks to the camaraderie of like-minded engineering freaks on the LeMons Forum, Tim Taylor of Angry Hamster Racing in California (creator of the utterly apeshit Angry Hamster Honda CBR1000-powered Honda Z600) jumped in and offered a processed-by-zero
gearbox. At this point, the complexity of the parts involved and the various revisions of the substance between the crankshaft and the wheels of the MR2 goes off the rails far beyond anything you're going to cover here, but you can slog through the 57-page thread on the LeMons Forum if you're curious
about the umpteenth man-hours involved with this phase of the project. Many months later, Marc had this chain-drive rig sending power down to the Angry Hamster gearbox, which was then fed to subaru transaxle through several handmade components. Of course, getting to that point was neither easy
nor simple, but engineers love a challenge. Proper WWII-era ventilator and import installation would cost a ridiculous amount, so Marc chose five individual fuel-injection throttle carriers and a MegaSquirt controller. After Marc set up a boot engine and too many other pieces to list here, the engine was
torched up! With swarms of additional problems diagnosed and solved, the car was ready for the snowy, freezing 2011 Campaign to Prevent Gingervitis race at GingerMan Raceway in Michigan. As well as wait, the Crushed Red Pepper caused a sensation in the paddock, and hundreds of runners and
spectators gathered around when the large Kinner radially torched and the car headed out onto the track. Unfortunately, the drive chain failed after a single lap, and the only photographic evidence of the Radial MR2's race debut was this piece of video in the car from LemonAid Racing Geo Metro.
According to Judge Sam, who was present when the Radial MR2 limped off the track, the failure of the drive chain made a sound like a washing machine full of hammers. Marc wasn't too bothered by it, though; this meant he would have more fun engineering problems to solve for the next race, and he is a
very optimistic runner. Since the chain-drive device was the weak point in the crushed red pepper Mk1 drivetrain, Marc searched high and low for new components to de-chain the connection between the engine and gearbox. The strange things started stacking up in his shop. He added a monstrous
flywheel (to smooth the giant power pulse from the 108 cubic-inch-per-cylinder engine) and abandoned the angry hamster gearbox. Then a Mitsubishi 3000GT transfer case appeared, followed by a Honda Gold Wing GL1800 final drive (in fact, many additional components that were not used also
appeared, and you should read the forum thread to follow along with Marc as his vision for the chainless disk system evolved). A lot of machining, part-bin searching, and elaborate calculations were made in order to stick all these pieces together, and the end result looked beautiful and-theoretically-was
tough enough to stand up to the track abuse. All this work took quite a while, but it miraculously went quickly when you consider that Marc's first child was born shortly after the April 2011 GingerMan fight and the duties of parents got in the way of long nights sweating over a hot lathe in the store. Fast-
forward 14 months since his race debut Crushed Red Pepper for the 2012 Showroom Schlock Shootout at Autobahn Country Club in Illinois, and the Radial MR2 was back and running better than ever. The fuel injection system needed some ground adjustment to get everything right, so Marc created this
high-tech computer room for his laptop. The car went to the track and did a few laps, though it wasn't as fast as we hoped: its best lap time was about 30 seconds slower than that of a 1971 Volkswagen Squareback stock. Marc had to pit a few times to play with tuning and shift-link issues, but the plane-
engine car was racing! A Cheer was raised by onlookers as the Crushed Red Pepper droned by to the distinctive sound of a vintage plane. Then the Mitsubishi 3000GT entry shaft broke, and that was the end of the day's races. Mark joined the shaft, found a new seal, and pre-rented the car for the next
day's practice. On Sunday morning, the car got out. After a total of 20 laps, mitsubishi's shaft broke again, putting an end to its Crushed Red Pepper racing career. Does this setback end Marc's desire to channel his mind and skills into the creation of spectacular LeMons cars? Of course I don't! Although
Marc could focus on building boring cars and taking class victories-which proved he could do with winning a Class B with a deal in Texas last year-he instead began work on a helicopter turbine engine swap for the shattered red Pepper car and another project that remains secret. Meanwhile, LeMons
Supreme Court has issued court robes for Marc, who served on the bench at the Doin' Time In Joliet fight last month. To this day, the legend of crushed red pepper continues to inspire the most adventurous members of the LeMons community. Will Speedycop have been inspired to build the motor vehicle
without the challenge presented by the airplane-powered car? We may never know. This content is created and maintained by third parties and is inserted into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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